
Do you squish or squash, tickle or most

certainly not, handshake or hug, stretch

out or snuggle in like a bug? 

‘Squidge’ is a fun interactive dance film

with music and digital projection, which

takes a light-hearted look at our sense of

touch and how it influences our everyday

lives. At the heart of the piece is a tale of

friendship, compromise and how each

and every one of us need touch to make

us feel alive!  

 

 

 

Audiences watch 'Squidge the film', from the

comfort of their own home, or school.

They will have received our 'Get ready for

Squidge' activity pack which will prepare them

for the full Squidge experience!

Audience capacity Unlimited!

Digital package for schools:

A package of workshops and teachers

resources are available as an optional extra.

Fee per screening: £250 first call to Wriggle

Dance Theatre, then 70/30 split in favour of the

company

A magical shared experience for children

3-8yrs and their grown-ups, which will

delight and maybe even… tickle! 
 

Running time 45 minutes



Audience capacity 20 pods - (each pod holds up

to family of 5 or 3 children for schools) 

Screenings Up to 4 in a day

Additional streaming Optional extra to have

streamed version running alongside this to

reach additional audiences at home

Family workshops Option to have Wriggle

deliver a family workshop pre / post screening

Audiences come to watch 'Squidge the film', in

your venue, seated in their very own interactive

pod with additional lighting, bubbles and slimy

fun all brought along by Wriggle on the day! The

audience pods will magically light up at

moments throughout the film and will be full of

exciting textures for little hands to explore! The

individual pods enable the experience to

operate under any distancing requirements in

place at the time

Fee: From £700 per day (up to 4 screenings)

Audiences each have

'light up interactive

boxes' in their individual

seating areas, as seen

here, each with a

surprise inside...


